Graduate Program Directors

- Doctorate in Leadership Studies (Ed.D.): Dr. John Harrison (john.harrison@lsus.edu); BE117C; 795-4279

- Master of Science in Biological Sciences Program: Dr. Amy Erickson (amy.erickson@lsus.edu); SC125; 797-5105

- Master of Business Administration: Coordinator, Daria Koksal (Daria.Koksal@lsus.edu); BE 100; 855-704-0315; Coordinator, Pradhi Kohli (Pradhi.Kohli@lsus.edu); BE 100; 855-704-0315; Coordinator, Cindy Maggio (Cindy.Maggio@lsus.edu); BE 100; 855-704-0315; Coordinator, Melanie Winslow (Melanie.Winslow@lsus.edu); BE 100; 855-704-0315

- Master of Computer Systems Technology: Dr. Subhajit Chakrabarty (subhajit.chakrabarty@lsus.edu); TC250; 795-4283

- Master of Counseling: Dr. Kacie Blalock (msc@lsus.edu); BE356; 797-5042

- Master of Education Curriculum & Instruction (accelerated online): Director, Dr. Cay Evans (cay.evans@lsus.edu); BE 119H; 795-4232; Coordinator, Monica Pels (monica.pels@lsus.edu); BE 119H; 795-4232

- Master of Education Educational Leadership: Director, Dr. Russ Perry (Russ.Perry@lsus.edu); BE 366; 797-5035; Coordinator, Monica Pels (monica.pels@lsus.edu); BE 119H; 795-4232

- Master of Health Administration: Director, Dr. Mary Lois White (Mary.White@lsus.edu); BE 322; 797-5103; Coordinator, Allie McGee (Allie.McGee@lsus.edu); BE 100; 797-5383

- Master of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences: Dr. Elisabeth Liebert (elisabeth.liebert@lsus.edu); BH226; 797-5287

- Master of Nonprofit Administration: Dr. Stacey Hargis (stacey.hargis@lsus.edu); BH119; 795-4245

- Master of Public Health: Dr. Jill Rush-Kolodzey (jill.rush-kolodzey@lsus.edu); BE 388A; 797-5218

- Specialist in School Psychology: Dr. Kevin Jones (kevin.jones@lsus.edu); BE 358; 797-5043